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Executive Summary 

 
 

This report documents the datasets published as Deliverable D6.1 “Climate model data for 
Europe, bias-corrected when necessary, for CCII-T1 calculation. Documented dataset”, where 
“CCII-T1” stands for “Tier 1 Climate Change Impact Indicators”. The focus is on bias-
corrected data at three different spatial resolutions:  

i) global climate model (GCM) data interpolated to a common 2° × 2° grid,  
ii) regional climate model data (RCM) at the Euro-Cordex 0.44° × 0.44° (~ 50 km × 50 

km) grid, and  
iii) RCM data at the Euro-Cordex 0.11° × 0.11° (~ 12 km × 12 km) grid.  

 
Alternative bias correction methods have been used by the groups contributing to this 
Deliverable. The methods are described in detail and sample results are presented. They are 
substantially dependent on long high-quality daily reference datasets, spanning at least 20 
years. For Europe well established datasets are available for temperature (daily mean, 
minimum and maximum) and precipitation. Hence, the report focusses on these variables. All 
methods produce a substantial reduction of the bias during the reference period. The bias 
reduction is one order of magnitude, and typically more successful for temperature than for 
precipitation fields. As expected, different methods do not result in exactly the same corrected 
data.  
 
The bias corrected climate model datasets are currently available through the CLIPC web 
portal and will eventually become available through the Earth System Grid Federation 
(ESGF) web portals. The latter host the corresponding archive of the non-bias-corrected 
(“raw”) climate model data. The datasets published as CLIPC Deliverable D6.1 are the first 
based on multi-method bias correction of published Euro-Cordex RCM data at two spatial 
resolutions, and complemented by bias corrected GCM data.  
 
These datasets are publicly available and can be further explored for many and diverse 
purposes. A straightforward application within CLIPC consists of deriving the Tier 1 Climate 
Change Impact Indicators (CCII-T1) based on daily precipitation and 2m air temperature 
provided by the RCMs.  
 
The use of multiple bias correction methods enables a deeper analysis of the robustness and 
uncertainties associated with bias correction. As a consequence, the bias correction task 
within CLIPC WP6 provides a catalytic contribution to the Bias Correction Intercomparison 
Project (BCIP) across a number of EU funded research projects.   
 
Finally, CLIPC WP6 aims to explore the possibility of using the remotely sensed data as 
reference datasets to allow bias correction of a larger selection of model output variables 
where relevant reference datasets currently are lacking. 
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1.1. Objectives 

The objectives of this Deliverable are to provide climate model data for Europe on three 
different spatial resolutions. When necessary and requested from other work packages this 
data is bias corrected using multiple correction methods. The climate data - raw and bias 
corrected - is used as input to derive the CCII-T1 indices. In the following the data set and its 
uncertainties are described and presented.  
 

1.2. Input data 

1.2.1. Overview of global climate models (GCMs) 

Coupled Global Atmosphere-ocean Climate Models (GCMs) are considered as an essential 
tool for studying present day climate processes and the future climatic implications of various 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emission scenarios. Many different academic institutes and 
other research organisations are involved in developing and applying such models. Many of 
the GCMs have now evolved to include not only the atmosphere and ocean but also the 
biosphere on land and in the oceans, atmospheric chemistry and full carbon cycle model 
components. Thus, their complexity has increased and they have evolved into what is called 
Earth System Models (ESMs). However, in this report we will for simplicity refer to both 
types of models as GCMs. 
 
The efforts of the global modelling communities constantly push the available computational 
resources to their limits. In order to make the most out of these resources in terms of scientific 
output, a standard set of model simulations (called experiments or runs) is coordinated 
through the international Coupled Modeling Intercomparison Project (CMIP). Its fifth phase 
(CMIP5) was recently concluded (see Karl et al., 2012) and resulted in a huge database of 
GCM output data. Much of these datasets are available online through the Earth System Grid 
Federation (ESGF, <https://verc.enes.org/data/is-enes-data-infrastructure/esgf>, 
<http://esgf.llnl.gov/>).  
 
While the large ensembles of GCM output, produced within the CMIP, are cornerstones of the 
IPCC assessments, CMIP is not governed by, or otherwise related to IPCC. Instead it is and 
independent activity organised and governed by the scientific community with support from 
the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).  
 
In the context of CLIPC two types of model experiments were carried out within CMIP5. In 
first type, the historical runs covering the period 1850-2005, the GCMs were forced by 
observed and estimated emissions (or atmospheric concentrations) of greenhouse gases and 
other radiative forcing agents such as aerosols (cf. Figure 1). The second type are the future 
scenario runs, where  the GCMs were forced by scenarios that outline future evolution of the 
total radiative forcing collectively resulting from various atmospheric constituents, including 
the anthropogenic emissions.  
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Figure 1. Observed and simulated time series of the anomalies in annual and global mean surface temperature. 
All anomalies are differences from the 1961–1990 time-mean of each individual time series. The reference 
period 1961–1990 is indicated by yellow shading; vertical dashed grey lines represent times of major volcanic 
eruptions. Single simulations for CMIP5 models (thin lines); multi-model mean (thick red line); different 
observations (thick black lines). [Source: Figure 9.8a in IPCC/AR5/WGI/Ch. 9 (Flato et al., 2013), available 
from http://www.ipcc.ch/report/graphics/images/Assessment%20Reports/AR5%20-
%20WG1/Chapter%2009/Fig9-08.jpg]  
 

1.2.1.1. Future emissions – representative concentration pathways (RCPs)  
The potential future evolution of anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gases and other 
radiative forcing substances are depicted according a set of scenarios spanning alternative 
future developments. Past generation of climate projections, in particularly experiments 
issued from the CMIP3 and integrated in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4, 
IPCC2007), were based on the family of IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios 
(SRES) greenhouse gas emission storylines (see Nakićenović and Swart, 2000). In particular, 
medium to high emissions according to the SRES A1B scenario were the focus of discussions 
and climate impact research. A new generation of scenarios were developed and later used 
within CMIP5. These scenarios are based on the concept of representative concentration 
pathways, RCPs (e.g., Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011) and span out alternative 
future trends of the world's development that directly or indirectly impacts anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases and other factors influencing the climate, e.g., aerosol 
emissions and land-use changes. Specifically there are four families of RCPs (Table 1, Figure 
2). 
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Table 1. Some highlights of the four RCP scenarios.	
RCP8.5	‐	continued	high	emissions	of	carbon	dioxide	
 High	dependence	on	fossil	fuels.	
 High	energy	intensity.	
 Carbon	dioxide	emissions	are	three	times	than	today	by	year	by	2100.	
 Sharply	rising	methane	emissions.	
 Earth's	population	will	increase	to	12	billion	leading	to	increased	claims	for	

pasture	and	arable	land	for	agricultural	production.	
 Technology	trend	toward	increased	energy	efficiency	will	continue,	but	slowly.	
 No	additional	climate	policy. 
 
RCP6.0	‐	carbon	dioxide	emissions	peaks	by	2060	
 High	dependence	on	fossil	fuels.	
 Lower	energy	intensity	than	the	RCP8.5.	
 Emissions	of	carbon	dioxide	culminate	in	2060	at	a	level	that	is	75	percent	higher	

than	today,	and	then	decreases	to	a	level	25	percent	higher	than	today.	
 The	acreage	of	arable	land	is	increasing,	but	pastures	decrease.	
 The	population	increased	to	just	below	10	billion.	
 Stabilized	emissions	of	methane. 

 
RCP4.5	‐	carbon	dioxide	emissions	will	increase	until	2040	
 Lower	energy	intensity.	
 Emissions	of	carbon	dioxide	increase	slightly	and	culminates	around	2040.	
 Extensive	afforestation	programs.	
 Lower	acreage	needed	for	agricultural	production,	partly	as	a	result	of	larger	

harvests	and	changing	consumption	patterns.	
 Population:	slightly	over	9	billion.	
 Powerful	climate	policy. 
 
RCP2.6	‐	carbon	emissions	culminates	around	2020	
 Reduced	use	of	fossil	fuels.	
 Low	energy	intensity.	
 Carbon	dioxide	emissions	will	remain	at	current	levels	until	2020	and	culminates	

thereafter.	Emissions	are	negative	year	by	2100.	
 The	concentration	of	carbon	dioxide	in	the	atmosphere	will	culminate	around	

2050,	followed	by	a	moderate	decline	to	just	above	400	ppm	in	year	2100.	
 Earth's	population	rises	to	9	billion.	
 No	significant	change	in	acreage	of	pasture.	
 Increase	of	agricultural	land	due	to	bioenergy	production.	
 Methane	emissions	are	reduced	by	40	percent.	
 Even	more	powerful	climate	policy	than	envisioned	in	RCP4.5. 
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Figure 2. Compatible fossil fuel emissions simulated by the CMIP5 models for the four RCP scenarios. (Top) 
time series of annual emission (PgC yr–1). Dashed lines represent the historical estimates and RCP emissions 
calculated by the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) used to define the RCP scenarios, solid lines and plumes 
show results from CMIP5 Earth System Models (ESMs, model mean, with one standard deviation shaded). The 
recent IPCC AR5 reports have hugely benefitted from the scientific output of the worldwide collaborative effort 
within CMIP5 and free and easy access to the model data. [Source: Figure TS.19 in IPCC/AR5/WGI/TS (Stocker 
et al., 2013), available from http://www.ipcc.ch/report/graphics/images/Assessment%20Reports/AR5%20-
%20WG1/Technical%20Summary/FigTS-19.jpg] 
 

 
Figure 3. Time evolution of global-averaged mixing ratio of long-lived species1850–2100 following each RCP; 
blue (RCP2.6), light blue (RCP4.5), orange (RCP6.0) and red (RCP8.5). (Based on Meinshausen et al., 2011b). 
[Source: Figure 8.5 in IPCC/AR5/WGI/Ch.8 (Myhre, et al., 2013), available from 
http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/made/images/figures/WGI_AR5_Fig8-5_small_155_51_70.jpg] 
 
Due to the different approaches, as well as scientific and technical development, the 
translation between two generations of the scenario generations is not straightforward. For 
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example the RCPs incorporate a new set of socio-economic scenarios, land use changes that 
evolve over time, and a more complete description of the greenhouse gases.  
 
However, to assist the interpretation of existing SRES based information in the light of new 
RCP based information, Figure 3 outlines the envisioned future trends in key greenhouse 
gases. A detailed comparison of the global mean temperature can be found in Rogelj et al. 
(2012), Knutti & Sedláček, (2013), and IPCC (2013b). Based on their analyses a rough and 
simplistic rule-of-thumb is that RCP8.5 corresponds to SRES A1FI, RCP6.0 corresponds to 
SRES A1B and RCP4.5 corresponds to SRES B1, respectively, while there exists no IPCC 
SRES counterpart for RCP2.6. 
 
The global surface temperature change until 2300 simulated by GCMs according to the RCPs 
is shown in Figure 4. In comparison with Figure 2, increasing fossil fuel emission implies an 
effect of step increase in surface temperature. 
 

 
Figure 4. Time series of global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies (relative to 1986–2005) from 
CMIP5 concentration-driven experiments. Projections are shown for each RCP for the multi-model mean (solid 
lines) and the 5 to 95% range (±1.64 standard deviation) across the distribution of individual models (shading). 
Discontinuities at 2100 are due to different numbers of models performing the extension runs beyond the 21st 
century and have no physical meaning. Only one ensemble member is used from each model and numbers in the 
figure indicate the number of different models contributing to the different time periods. No ranges are given for 
the RCP6.0 projections beyond 2100 as only two models are available. [Source: Fig 8.5 in 
IPCC/AR5/WGI/Ch.12 (Collins et al., 2013), available from 
http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/figures/WGI_AR5_Fig12-5.jpg] 
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1.2.2. Global climate projections used in this report 

 
Our focus here is a European region and corresponding bias-corrected datasets of air 
temperature and precipitation. Hence, we specified limits of a domain over which GCM 
output would be selected. The basic criterion requires for a common domain to largely 
encompass domains of various regional datasets used within CLIPC (see Appendix A). 
 
The global climate projections have different spatial resolution, ranging from about 100 km to 
close to 300 km. Pre-processing of GCM output consists of two steps: 1) selection of daily 
data over the common domain, (Appendix A) and 2) applying the conservative remapping 
technique to bring selected data to the common 2°  latitude × 2° longitude grid. 
 
Following the objectives, a number of GCM output (Table 2) have been bias corrected with 
two methods (DBS and EQM), as described in Chapter 3. The reference data set and all 
configurations have been the same as for the higher resolved regional climate models (RCM). 
 
Table 2. Key information for the global climate models (GCMs) that have been used for bias 
correction. The three left columns indicate which scenarios that have been bias corrected at 
the 2° × 2° spatial resolution using the DBS and EQM  method. Although GCM data for 
QCCCE-CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 have not been bias corrected it is included here because boundary 
data from this model have been used for driving the RCA4 regional model at 0.44° and is thus 
included here for consistency with subsequent tables. 

GCM name 
Institute acronym, 
Country 

Reference 
RCP 
2.6 

RCP 
4.5 

RCP
8.5 

CanESM2  CCCMA, Canada  Chylek et al. (2011)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

CNRM‐CM5 
CNRM‐CERFACS, 
France 

Voldoire et al. (2012)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

EC‐EARTH 
EC‐EARTH, 
European consortium 

Hazeleger et al. (2010)  DBS  DBS, EQM  DBS 

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  CNRS/IPSL, France  Dufresne et al. (2013)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

MIROC5  MIROC, Japan  Watanabe et al. (2011)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

HadGEM2‐ES  Hadley Centre, UK  Collins et al. (2011)  DBS  DBS, EQM  DBS 

MPI‐ESM‐LR  MPI‐M, Germany  Popke et al. (2013)  DBS  DBS, EQM  DBS 

NorESM1‐M  NCC, Norway  Bentsen et al. (2013)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

GFDL‐ESM2M  NOAA GFDL, USA  Dunne et al. (2012)    DBS, EQM  DBS 

QCCCE‐CSIRO‐Mk3‐6‐0  CSIRO, Australia  Rothstatyn et al. (2012)      

 
 

1.2.3. Regional climate projections 

To better resolve the regional characteristics of climate and to better serve the needs of local 
climate change impact studies, GCMs have been dynamically downscaled to finer resolutions. 
For that regional climate models (RCMs) are used which are, like the GCMs, based on 
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physical equations. With help of GCM data on the boundary of the downscaled region, and 
parameterisations of the non-resolved scales, RCMs provide currently climate data on 50 km 
down to 12 km grid-spacing. 
 
In 2009, a Global Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX: 
http://www.cordex.org) (Jones et al. 2011) has been initiated by the World Climate Research 
Programme (WCRP) to downscale GCMs on 25 km and 50 km grid-spacing for 14 regions on 
the globe. Within EURO-CORDEX (http://euro-cordex.net/EURO-CORDEX.1908.0.html), 
the downscaling experiment for the European domain (Figure 5), 7 GCMs were downscaled 
by 11 RCMs onto a grid-spacing of approximately 12 km in mid-latitudes (Jacob et al., 2013), 
and 12 GCMs were downscaled by 16 RCM onto a grid-spacing of about 50 km (Kotlarski et 
al., 2014). The downscaling has been performed for RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, whereas only a 
few RCMs downscaled RCP 2.6 driven GCM. 
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Figure 5. Top map: The Euro-CORDEX domain at 0.44° (~ 50 km × 50 km) grid. The brightened area in the 
Adriatic Sea is enlarged in the two lower maps to show the difference in spatial resolution between the 0.44° 
(~50 km) spatial resolution (left) and the 0.11° (~12 km) resolution (right). 
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1.2.4. Reference data sets 

For this Deliverable two observational reference data sets were used, E-OBS and EURO4M-
Mesan. Both data-sets make use of data from meteorological observation stations but use 
totally different methods for producing the gridded datasets. EURO4M-Mesan a coupled 
high-resolution forecasting system including driven by re-analysis data, whereas E-Obs is a 
observation-based only interpolation scheme. Details on both data-sets follow in the next 
section. In recent studies, e.g., Isotta et al. (2015), those two data sets were compared (within 
a bigger ensemble). The average and general characteristics are similar, e.g. the annual cycle 
of monthly precipitation, with only a difference in the amplitude (Isotta et al., 2015). The 
biggest difference in the data is the resolution of, e.g., precipitation events, as EURO4M-
Mesan includes a forecast model which can account for, in particular, topographic effects. 
Those effects are smoothed out in E-OBS due to sparser observation stations in complex 
terrain. Prein and Gobiet (submitted) compares different European observation data-sets 
regarding the validation of RCMs. They as well found differences in the signals which can 
lead to even opposite signs of the bias. This motivated the inclusion of more than one 
reference data set for the bias correction within CLIP-C. 

1.2.5. E-OBS  

E-OBS is a land-only observations-based gridded data-set over Europe on a spatial resolution 
of 25 km, for the period 1950 – 2010. Daily precipitation, minimum, maximum and mean 
temperature are issued from 2316 observing stations (Figure 6), which were available from 
the European Climate Assessment and Data set (ECA&D), STARDEX (Haylock et al. 2006), 
and other sources. The point data was gridded in a three-step procedure, by first interpolation 
of monthly means (MM), then kriging the anomalies with regard to MM, and applying the 
interpolated anomaly to the interpolated MM (Haylock et al., 2008).  
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Figure 6  E-OBS region (Source : http://eca.knmi.nl/images/all_stations_plot.png ). 

1.2.6. EURO4M-Mesan 

 A version of the operational forecasting system High-Resolution Limited Area Model 
(HIRLAM) is the key component of the system to generate a high resolved gridded re-
analysis data-set. Prescribed forcing of lateral boundary conditions originates from the ERA-
Interim (Dee et al., 2011). The 3-dimensional variational (3D-VAR) data assimilation 
algorithm serves to incorporate the observations into HIRLAM. The output from 
HIRLAM/3DVAR, the 3-dimensional state of the atmosphere, as well as relevant surface 
variables is saved on 3-hourly interval over the period 1981-2012 at a spatial resolution of 
0.2° (rotated latitude/ longitude),  which translates to about 22 km. 
 
From this dataset surface fields were extracted for downscaling using the MESAN system 
(Häggmark et al., 2000):1) the HIRLAM 0.2° field was interpolated to the MESAN 0.05° 
rotated latitude/longitude grid. 2) This was then used by MESAN as first guess in an optimum 
interpolation in which available surface observations were analysed. An evaluation of 
MESAN and other EURO4M reanalysis products carried out by Jermey & Renshaw (2014) 
who concluded that MESAN is better in almost all aspects. Further technical documentation 
can be found at the EURO4M web site (http://www.euro4m.eu/).  
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1.3. Bias correction methods 

The RCM output will be provided for the use in climate change assessment studies to provide 
help/guidance for decision-making in, e.g., climate adaptation strategies. The climate models 
show a simplified picture of real climate and exhibit systematic biases (Christensen, 2007) as 
well as uncertainties (Sutton and Hawkins, 2009). The bias may need to be adjusted before the 
climate model output can be used by impact or economical models. As bias adjustment 
methods account for the bias in climate data they also introduce a further source of 
uncertainty. Therefore, multiple bias adjustment methods were applied and compared within 
CLIP-C. They are all based on a statistical approach called quantile-based mapping technique, 
where the distribution of the simulated climate data is mapped onto the distribution of a 
reference data set, observation data. The decision on using only quantile-based mapping 
techniques lies in their exceptional performance over other methods (e.g., Räisänen and Räty, 
2012 and Themessl et al. 2011). 
 

1.3.1.  Description of IPSL method 

The bias correction methodology uses the general Cumulative Distribution Function 
transform method (CDFt) explained in Vrac et al. (2012). It assumes a reference period over 
which observation-based data is available. The reference period selected here is that common 
to all EURO-CORDEX simulations in the historical period 1971 to 2005. The CDFt method 
builds quantile transformations functions between future projections and historical 
simulations, and between historical simulation and observation-based data. Transformations 
depend on a given month and a chosen length of time slices taken for future periods. To 
employ BC on 11-year period, we use the 21- year based distribution. Indeed, applying 
directly any BC method on different time intervals generally produces discontinuities or 
inhomogeneities at the beginning and end of fixed time intervals. Hence, to avoid those 
discontinuities that are potentially unrealistic and that could make the corrected time series 
non-usable 
in practice (for some impact models, for example), the BC method is applied based on a 
moving window approach. for each 11-year period, the large-scale precipitation distribution is 
estimated based on a 21-year period (starting five years before the 11-year period and ending 
five years after). Hence, if information from the 21-year period is used to represent the 
“target” large-scale CDF, the model data are corrected only for the central 11 years. Then, the 
process is repeated by moving forward the temporal window by 11 years, till the end of the 
period of interest. Hence, this 21/11 moving window allows to smooth the discontinuities by 
incorporating temporally surrounding information, and therefore to consistently generate bias 
corrected time series over a long period, here 1950-2100. As consequence, part of the 
historical period is corrected with data coming from future scenarios.  
 
In case of temperature, the method follows the classical CDFt approach as described in Vrac 
et al. (2012). For precipitation, correcting both precipitation amounts and occurrences is done 
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and will be described in a forthcoming publication (Vrac et al., 2015, in preparation). This 
approach is named “Singularity Stochastic Removal” (SSR). Due to low number of rainfall 
occurrences, the correction may be under-constrained in very arid areas. 
For temperature and precipitation, observation-based data are provided on a lower-resolution 
grid than the model outputs. Actually the E-OBS 0.22° rotated grid cells correspond exactly to 
aggregations of sets of 4 grid cells of the EURO-CORDEX 0.11° grid. The algorithm uses 
therefore three steps for bias correction: (i) aggregation of model data to the 0.22° E-OBS 
grid, (ii) bias correction on the 0.22°C grid, and (iii) disaggregation back from the 0.22° 
corrected fields to the 0.11° EURO-CORDEX grid. Only land values are bias corrected. 
 

1.3.2. Description of SMHI methods 

The distribution based scaling (DBS) method (Yang et al., 2010), used at SMHI, is based on 
fitting parametric distributions to the given data. For each variable different types of 
distribution functions are assumed, e.g., for precipitation the gamma distribution is used. The 
distributions are generated for each season/month to capture the seasonality in time series and 
the bias characteristics.  
 
The empirical quantile mapping (Themeßl et al. 2011, 2012; Wilcke et al. 2013) is the second 
BC method employed at SMHI. Here, empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) 
are used to bias adjust the simulated data. That is, instead of fitting parametric distributions, 
the ECDFs are generated on daily basis including a 31-day moving window. Both methods 
were applied for each grid point/cell and each variable separately which can lead to 
uncertainties regarding spatial and inter-variable consistencies (Vrac and Friedrichs 2014, 
Wilcke et al 2013). In comparison studies like of Räisänen & Räty (2012) both methods show 
superior results compared to other BC methods. 
 

1.3.3. Description of Met Norway method 

Met Norway uses the BC method from the R package “qmap”: Statistical transformations for 
post-processing climate model output" (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/qmap/index.html). 
Basically, the method performs a quantile mapping of the simulated time series to observed 
ones for each grid point. It does so by estimating values for regularly spaced quantiles of the 
empirical cumulative distribution function and using these estimates to perform a quantile 
mapping (see Gudmundsson et al., 2012). The method includes a linear interpolation between 
the fitted transformed values. Values from scenario runs which lie outside the value range of 
the trainings period (new extremes) are extrapolated using the correction found for the highest 
quantile of the training period (Boé et al., 2007). Furthermore, the method includes an 
adjustment of wet-day frequencies for precipitation. 
 
The GCM-RCM model combinations from EURO-CORDEX at 0.11° that have been 
corrected are listed in Table 5. The bias-corrected combinations at spatial resolution of 0.44° 
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are listed in Table 6. The bias correction has been applied to precipitation (pr) and near-
surface daily air temperatures (tas: mean, tasmin: maximum, and tasmax: maximum). 
 
 
All four methods were applied on the same climate model simulations (Table 3), using the 
same reference data-set (EOBS), and calibrating for the same reference period (1981-2010). 
 
 

1.4. Output data – bias corrected climate scenarios 

 
Table 3. Overview of bias corrected regional climate projections produced by the regional 
climate model RCA4 at ~50 km resolution.  

Name of driving GCM  RCM  RCP2.6  RCP4.5  RCP8.5 

CanESM2  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

CNRM‐CM5  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

EC‐EARTH  RCA4  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

MIROC5  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

HadGEM2‐ES  RCA4  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

MPI‐ESM‐LR  RCA4  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

NorESM1‐M  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

GFDL‐ESM2M  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 

QCCCE‐CSIRO‐Mk3‐6‐0  RCA4    DBS, EQM  DBS, EQM 
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Table 4. Overview of bias corrected regional climate projections ~12 km resolution. An “×” 

indicates that no RCM simulation exists for that entry. (Status June 11). 

Name of driving GCM  Regional model RCP2.6  RCP4.5  RCP8.5 

CNRM‐CM5  RCA4  × 
DBS, EQM, 
QMAP,CDFt 

DBS, EQM,CDFt

CNRM‐CM5  CCLC44‐8‐17  ×  QMAP,CDFt  CDFt 

EC‐EARTH  RCA4  DBS, EQM,CDFt
DBS, EQM, 
QMAP,CDFt 

DBS, EQM,CDFt

EC‐EARTH  CCLM44‐8‐17  ×  QMAP,CDFt  CDFt 

EC‐EARTH  HIRHAM5  ×  QMAP,CDFt  CDFt 

EC‐EARTH  RACMO22E  ×  QMAP,CDFt  CDFt 

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  RCA4  × 
DBS, EQM, 
QMAP,CDFt 

DBS, EQM,CDFt

HadGEM2‐ES  RCA4  × 
DBS, EQM, 
QMAP 

DBS, EQM 

MPI‐ESM‐LR  RCA4  × 
DBS, EQM, 
QMAP,CDFt 

DBS, EQM,CDFt

MPI‐ESM‐LR  CCLM44‐8‐17  ×  QMAP,CDFt  CDFt 

 
 
Table 5: Model combinations from EURO-CORDEX 0.11° and variables corrected by Met 
Norway (Status: July 2015) 

GCM  RCM  Variable Scenario Run Period 

EC‐EARTH  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r12i1p1  19700101‐21001231

EC‐EARTH  CCLM4‐8‐17  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r12i1p1  19491201‐21001231

EC‐EARTH  HIRHAM5  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r3i1p1  19510101‐21001231

EC‐EARTH  RACMO22E  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19500101‐21001231

CNRM‐CM5  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19700101‐21001231

CNRM‐CM5  CCLM4‐8‐17  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19500101‐21001231

MPI‐ESM‐LR  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19700101‐21001231

MPI‐ESM‐LR  CCLM4‐8‐17  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19491201‐21001231

HadGEM2‐ES  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19700101‐20991130

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5  r1i1p1  19700101‐21001231
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Table 6: Model combinations from EURO-CORDEX 0.44° and variables corrected by Met 
Norway (Status: July 2015) 

GCM  RCM  Variable  Scenario  Run  Period

EC‐EARTH  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r12i1p1  19510101‐21001231

EC‐EARTH  HIRHAM5  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r3i1p1  19510101‐21001231

EC‐EARTH  RACMO22E  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19500101‐21001231

CNRM‐CM5  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19510101‐21001231

MPI‐ESM‐LR  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19510101‐21001231

MPI‐ESM‐LR  CCLM4‐8‐17  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19591201‐21001231

HadGEM2‐ES  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19510101‐20991130

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  RCA4  pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19510101‐21001231

IPSL‐CM5A‐MR  INERIS‐

WRF331F 

pr, tas, tasmax, tasmin  Hist, RCP8.5  r1i1p1  19710101‐21001231

Currently, the bias corrected datasets are available at 
http://thredds.met.no/thredds/catalog/arcticdata/met.no/CLIPC/catalog.html  
Eventually, it will become available through the ESGF servers.  
 
 
 

1.5. Illustrative examples of results 

1.5.1. Daily mean temperature 

Illustrative results of the method by Met Norway applied to the daily mean temperature are 
shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the biases in the raw data (top panel) are significantly 
reduced in the bias-corrected data (bottom panel) for all seasons and in the overall mean. 
However, there is a small remaining overall bias due to the Met Norway set-up using 101 
quantiles to estimate the ECDF. Additionally, there are more remaining seasonal biases due to 
the calibration process which is carried out without splitting into seasons or months. Please 
note that this bias-correction method does also not guarantee conservation of climate change 
signals. 
The largest remaining seasonal biases occur in spring, while the smallest remaining biases can 
be found in summer. This is similar in all models as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: Temperature biases in the SMHI-RCA4 0.44° simulation driven by the IPSL-CM5A-MR GCM before 
(top) and after (bottom) bias-correction, compared to the EOBS10 data set (1981-2010). Additionally, the root 
mean square error (RMSE) of the spatial fields is given. 

 
 

Figure 8: Taylor diagrams for the bias-corrected and the raw EURO-CORDEX 0.44° RCM simulations. The 
EOBS10 data are used as reference. Correlations and standard deviations are calculated from spatial values, 
i.e., the long-term means (1981-2010).  

 
Similar results can be found for the two BC methods – empirical quantile mapping (Themessl 
et al. 2011, Wilcke et al. 2013) and DBS (Yang et al. 2010) - applied by SMHI (Figure 9). 
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When applying quantile mapping within the calibration period (1981-2010), the mean bias is 
reduced to zero. For the scenario period the bias is also decreased (not shown here), as 
suggested in earlier studies with split sample tests (e.g. Wilcke et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 9  Seasonal bias maps of SMHI-RCA4 driven by IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR (rcp8.5) compared to EOBS v. 10 
for the original simulation (first row), bias corrected with distribution based scaling (DBS43) (second row), and 
bias corrected with empirical quantile mapping (QM658). 
 

For the bias correction method, CDF by IPSL a test has been conducted over the historical period, 
comparing only 0.22° fields back with E-OBS. It has been verified independently that bias-
corrected model simulations have small biases on all grid points (e.g., of the order of 0.1°C for 
temperature). The test of secular changes did not identify any major changes in the mean climate 
change signal for 2071-2100 versus 1971-2005 for the model output at 0.11° resolution, before 
and after the BC. Although differences are evident, the general pattern of climate change signal 
remains stable.  
 
Disaggregation has been tested using the ECA&D station data set: i) non-corrected 0.11°, ii) bias-
corrected 0.22°, and iii) bias-corrected 0.11° data biases have been compared to hundreds of 
ECA&D station-based measurements. The biases should be in the following order: (i) > (ii) > (iii). 
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This is clearly the case for temperature. For precipitation, we obtain (i) > (ii) but do not find 
improvement brought by the disaggregation on biases. 
 

1.5.2. Daily minimum and maximum temperature 

Illustrative results of the Met Norway method applied to the daily minimum and maximum 
temperature are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Again, the biases in the raw data 
(top panel) are significantly reduced (but not removed) in the bias-corrected data (bottom 
panel) for all seasons and in the overall mean. As for the mean temperature, the largest 
remaining seasonal biases generally occur in spring, while the smallest remaining biases can 
be found in summer (Figures 12 and 13). 
Applying the two bias correction methods from SMHI leads to a great bias reduction to about 
zero for daily maximum and minimum temperature (Figures 14 and 15). 

Figure 10 : Same as Figure 7, but for the minimum daily temperature. 
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Figure 12 : As Fig. 8, but for the maximum daily temperature. 

Figure 11 :Same as Figure 7, but for the maximum daily temperature. 
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 9 but for minimum daily temperature. 

Figure 13 : As Fig. 8, but for the minimum daily temperature. 
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 9 but for maximum daily temperature. 

 

1.5.3. Daily total precipitation 

The bias in the wet day probabilities from the SSR/IPSL approach and from an raw RCM 
(WRF-IPSL) run have been calculated with respect to the EOBS (i.e., probabilities from the 
corrected or raw RCM data minus probabilities from EOBS) over a projection period (Figure 
16). While the raw RCM (right panel) shows an over-estimation of the wet day probabilities, 
the SSR/IPSL approach shows relatively minor differences with respect to EOBS. 

 

Figure 16: Biases of wet day probabilities with respect to EOBS (i.e., probabilities from corrected data minus 
probabilities from EOBS) from SSR corrected (left panel) and raw WRF-IPSL run (right panel). 
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This skill is also obtained for the seasonal cycles of the wet day probabilities in terms of 
point-wise correlations between the EOBS and SSR/IPSL or the raw RCM (not shown). 
Although the RCM provides seasonal cycles with correlation often higher than 0.5, it also 
generates seasonal cycles with correlations close to zero or even negative. The SSR/IPSL BC 
method gives correlations higher than 0.5 and in general higher than the raw RCM.  
 
Lengths of wet or dry spells are an important features in numerous applications. Therefore, 
the mean wet or dry persistences in the bias corrected time series have been studied (not 
shown). While the raw RCM shows too long wet periods and too short dry periods, the 
SSR/IPSL method proves again to reduce the bias towards EOBS. The Spearman correlations 
of seasonal cycles of monthly intensities were calculated from both raw and bias-corrected 
RCM data, with respect to the EOBS and are presented in Figure 17. 
 
Similar as for wet day probabilities, lower correlations appear over France for the raw RCM 
(up to 0.55) when compared to the SSR/IPSL (mean correlation around 0.74). Additional 
statistical criteria have also been studied: 
 

  

Figure 17 : Spearman correlations (EOBS vs. corrected data) of the seasonal cycles of the monthly intensities as 
calculated from the SSR-bias corrected data (left panel) and from the raw RCM data (right panel). 

‐ Variability of the BC data, e.g., through the comparison of the variances from the 
RCM or BC data with respect to the EOBS data. 

‐ Biases of the 10-year return levels with respect to the EOBS, and  
‐ Percentage of data higher than the 95% quantile of EOBS. 

All criteria indicate a good and robust behaviour of the SSR method, even in cases where 
some classical bias correction methods are not applicable. 
Projections of SSR for 2006-2100 are shown to be consistent with previously published 
studies over Europe.  
As a global conclusion, the new “Singularity Stochastic Removal” BC method is shown to 
be an useful approach for correcting both precipitation features, occurrences and 
intensities. 

  
 
Illustrative results of the method by Met Norway applied to the daily precipitation are shown 
in Figure 18. The biases in the raw data (top panel) are significantly reduced but not removed 
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in the bias-corrected data (bottom panel) for all seasons and in the overall mean. For 
precipitation, the largest remaining seasonal biases usually occur in summer, while the 
smallest remaining biases can be found in autumn (Figure 19). 

Figure 18 : Same as Figure 7, but for monthly precipitation. 

Figure 19 : Same as Figure 8, but for monthly precipitation. 
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The effects of the adjustment of wet-day frequencies with bias correction with the qmap 
method is shown in Figure 20.As can be seen, the over-estimated rain day frequency over 
large parts of Sweden and eastern Norway (middle panel) in the CCLM run (driven by the 
EC-EARTH GCM) is corrected to the observed frequencies. The effects of the quantile 
mapping can be seen in Figure 21. The raw model data (black lines) show significant 
deviations from the observed values, while the corrected data (blue lines) are in a good 
agreement with the observations. Discrepancies are due to only 101 quantiles used to estimate 
the ECDFs. More figures showing Taylor diagrams and the seasonal biases before and after 
the bias-correction in all 0.44° and 0.11° simulations, on which the Met Norway method has 
been applied to, can be found at https://wiki.met.no/clipc/evaluation. The two BC methods 
used by SMHI, both reduce the bias to zero in monthly (and daily) precipitation data in most 
of the regions and seasons (see Figure 22). This holds true for daily precipitation all the same. 

 

Figure 21 Quantile-quantile plots for precipitation corresponding to the grid box (RCM runs given in Table 5) 
including the city of Oslo  against observed values : Before (grey) and after bias-correction by Met Norway 
(blue) for the historical period. 

 

Figure 20. : Frequency of wet days for scandinavia in observations (left) and the historical EC-EARTH_CCLM 
run before (middle) and after (right) bias correction. 
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Figure 22. Same as Figure 9 but for monthly precipitation. 

1.5.4. Summary of result 

Those exemplary results show the performance of all four methods when applied to 
precipitation amount and temperature. The bias can be successfully reduced with all methods. 
A small seasonal bias is evident when applying qmap (MetNo method) as the ECDF is 
calculated for the whole year. Whereas the other methods used seasonal, monthly or daily 
ECDFs to follow the seasonal cycle of which is inhibit in the biases.  
All four methods treat the three temperatures separately which, in seldom cases, can lead to 
days with, e.g., higher tmin than tmean. This problem is known in all groups and development 
is under way to solve that non-trivial problem. 
A detailed comparison with identical statistical analysis has not yet been done. However, a 
first analysis on that will soon be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal through the BCIP 
project. The results show that there is not one method of those four to prefer, but in the best 
case scenario, results of all four should be used within climate impact studies, to account for 
the uncertainty coming from the choice of bias correction methods.  
A particular analysis of the possible change of the climate change signal through bias 
correction has been performed by the IPSL group, showing only minor changes. A recent 
publication by Gobiet et al. 2015 applying the EQM method (used by SMHI) justifies the 
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changes of the climate change signal through bias correction as logical adjustment of a biased 
climate model output. 
 
 

1.6. Uncertainty in climate model data – fitness for purpose 

Climate model simulations are projections of possible future climate conditions given 
assumptions about future greenhouse gas emissions and other relevant factors. In this way, 
they are meant to facilitate a scientific exploration of possible future climatic states and their 
consequences at multi-decadal to centennial time scales. Although modelling is based on a 
simplification of reality, model simulations can provide insights and decision support. 
 
There is a range of uncertainties in plausible projections for future global and regional climate 
due to three main sources of uncertainty: 1) model deficiencies and inter-model differences, 
2) natural variability, and 3) rate of future emissions and land-use change and the climate’s 
response to them. 
 
The relative importance of each of these sources of uncertainty varies for different 
parameters, at different temporal and spatial scales, and in different regions. Although there is 
no perfect way to quantify these sources of uncertainties, different methods results (e.g. 
Hawkins and Sutton, 2009; Huntingford et al., 2011) give similar partitioning of the 
uncertainties: in the short term, the greatest sources of uncertainty are model uncertainty and 
natural variability with increasing importance at smaller spatial scales. Natural variability is 
roughly constant throughout time, and model uncertainty and those arising from future 
emissions increase with time, but at different rates. 
 

1.6.1. Climate models 

Uncertainties in climate models themselves result mainly from the incomplete understanding 
and representation of the climate of the Earth system. Representations of some known 
processes and feedbacks are as yet unrefined, and some processes are not included in the 
models. There may even be some processes not yet discovered at all. 
 
All models are built on the same fundamental physical principles, but some approximations 
are required due to the complexity of the climate system. Different modelling groups apply 
different physical parameterisations and also different numerical approaches. Those structural 
differences lead to a range of simulated climate responses to external forcing which is called 
climate sensitivity and can be addressed with multi-model-ensemble simulations. Such an 
ensemble of model simulations combines different models using the same external forcing 
(multi-model ensemble).  
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1.6.2. Natural variability 

Natural climate variability is an inherent part of the Earth climate system and presents 
fluctuations which arise from interactions of different components of the climate system even 
in absence of any forcing. Natural variability comprises internal processes within the climate 
system (internal variability, e.g. El Nino Southern Oscillation), or to variations in other 
external natural forcings (external variability, e.g. volcanic eruptions). 
 
Natural variability plays an important role in limiting assessment of future climate change. 
This is in particular the case for shorter time and finer spatial scales where uncertainties due 
to natural variability can be as large or even larger, than the signal due to anthropogenic 
climate change (Deser et al., 2012). Additionally, uncertainties related to natural variability 
differ among variables. For example, the effect of natural variability on regional air 
temperature is less evident than precipitation fields. Therefore, temperature related climate 
change signal emerging from natural variability noise, can be detected much earlier than in 
precipitation (Kjellström et al., 2013).  
 
Natural climate variability is simulated by the climate models. Its temporal evolution strongly 
depends on the initial conditions of each model component. To consider various potential 
evolutions of climate variability, an ensemble of simulations with the same external forcing 
can be performed, but with different initialisation states (multi-member or multi-initial-
condition ensemble) is applied. The results of such a multi-initial-condition ensemble lie 
within a range of equally probable climate evolutions.  
 

1.6.3. Future emissions 

A third source of uncertainty stems from a range of trajectories that future emission rates of 
greenhouse gases and aerosol precursors might take, and from future trends in land use. 
External anthropogenic forcings are derived from greenhouse gas emission scenarios which 
represent the outcome of different assumptions about the future course of economic 
development, demography and technological change. The latest generation of climate 
projections for the 21st century is built on Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 
(Moss et al., 2010). RCPs are defined by different radiative forcing levels at the end of the 
21st century. The related temporal evolution of atmospheric greenhouse gas and aerosol 
concentrations is prescribed to GCMs that simulate the response of the climate system to the 
forcing. By prescribing different forcings according to different pathways, a range of potential 
future climate evolutions can be projected (multi-scenario ensemble). For the historical 
simulations of the 20th century, observed concentrations of atmospheric substances are 
prescribed to the models. The results of climate projections are then compared against 
historical runs to deduct projected climate change signals. An ensemble of projections based 
on different models using the same set of greenhouse concentration trajectories sample 
differences in models’ climate sensitivity (multi-model ensemble). However, in Figure 23 the 
range of possible future emission is visible. Depending on a detected trend of specific 
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concentration being reached, the RCPs can give a big range of future scenarios. This range, 
and therefore uncertainty, is transferred to the climate models using the different RCPs as 
radiative forcing. 
 
It is recommended to use as big as possible a model ensemble for evaluation and application 
of climate model results in order to obtain the interval of confidence, and to study the model-
inherent uncertainties for assessing the results. 
 

 

Figure 23   Global mean surface temperature increase as a function of cumulative total global CO2 emissions 
from various lines of evidence. Multi-model results from a hierarchy of climate-carbon cycle models for each 
RCP until 2100 are shown with coloured lines and decadal means (dots). Some decadal means are labeled for 
clarity (e.g., 2050 indicating the decade 2040−2049). Model results over the historical period (1860 to 2010) 
are indicated in black. The coloured plume illustrates the multi-model spread over the four RCP scenarios and 
fades with the decreasing number of available models in RCP8.5. The multi-model mean and range simulated by 
CMIP5 models, forced by a CO2 increase of 1% per year, is given by the thin black line and grey area. For a 
specific amount of cumulative CO2 emissions, the 1% per year CO2 simulations exhibit lower warming than 
those driven by RCPs, which include additional non-CO2 forcings. Temperature values are given relative to the 
1861−1880 base period, emissions relative to 1870. Decadal averages are connected by straight lines. (Fig SPM 
10, WP1, IPCC 2013 available at : 
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/graphics/images/Assessment%20Reports/AR5%20-%20WG1/SPM/FigSPM-10.jpg) 
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1.6.4. Uncertainty related to bias correction  

The uncertainty related to bias correction is three-fold. A big part might be the choice of 
method to be applied. There are numerous methods available, which all have different focus 
and qualities. However, there does not exist the one perfect method. Therefore, the result of 
the correction and thus the uncertainty depends strongly on the method chosen. Part of this 
uncertainty is tried to be assessed by the bias correction inter-comparison project (BCIP, see 
next section) and the use of 4 methods which are based on the same theories within CLIP-C. 
Those methods were described and results presented (see Section 5). 
 
A second source of uncertainty is the choice of reference data used to calibrate the BC 
methods. Quality of the reference datasets can be deducted from the publications (e.g. Della-
Marta and Wanner, 2006 and Frei and Schär, 1998) and user experience. Here, the quality 
varies even for each variable within one dataset, one example would be the wind induced 
undercatch of precipitation (Frei et al., 2003). 
 
A third source of uncertainty is the choice of calibration period, time frame and length. The 
length but also the choice of years for the calibration relate to the relationship which is built 
between observation and simulation data. This issue is related to the non-stationarity of the 
bias (Maraun, 2013), i.e. that the bias for each quantile can be changing over time. All 
statistical methods assume the stationarity of biases over time. Therefore, there is a need to 
maximise the calibration period in order to reduce this part of the uncertainty (Reiter et al., 
2015). 
 
 

1.7. Ongoing development within CLIPC 

1.7.1.  Remote sensing snow data 

Currently, WP6 is using remote sensing data for validation purposes of RCM output. The 
focus hereby is on snow variables such as snow water equivalent (SWE) and fractional snow 
cover (FSC). The Globsnow product from ESA DUE provides assimilated SWE data for 35 
years (1979-2014) at 25km grid-spacing. The data combines measurements from satellites, 
passive microwave sensors (SMMR, SSM/I and AMSR-E) and ground based measurements. 
FSC data is provided from the EU FP7 and Copernicus project Cryoland. This data comes 
with a spatial resolution of 0.005° for a period of 15 years (2000 to present). 
These datasets will be used to validate high-resolution RCMs (0.11° grid-spacing) from 
EURO-CORDEX regarding snow cover and snow extent. The validation will focus on study 
regions with mountainous and flat areas and longer snow cover periods in the past, e.g. 
Northern and Eastern Europe. 
In a second step the potential need and applicability of bias correction of snow variables will 
be investigated. 
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1.7.2. BCIP 

Another activity related to the CLIP-C project is the bias correction inter-comparison project 
(BCIP). The latter has been initiated by a number of European Union projects (FP 6 and 7) to 
provide bias-adjusted simulations for impact modelling together with information about bias-
adjustment-related uncertainties and limitations. Among these EU projects are: CLIPC, 
HELIX, IMPACT2C, GLOBAQUA, SPECS, EUPORIAS. 
 
In BCIP, different versions (currently 6) of the quantile mapping approach are systematically 
compared and evaluated. The BC is applied to daily 2 m air temperatures (mean, minimum, 
and maximum) and precipitation amount. The focus is on different climate zones (mid-
latitudes and tropics) and addresses following topics: i) quantifying level of uncertainties 
introduced by BC to workflow of climate information, ii) advance bias-adjustment technique, 
iii) providing the best practice on use of bias-adjusted climate simulations, and iv) to make 
bias-adjusted climate simulations available on the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF). 
More details can be found in Appendix B. 
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Appendix A: Definition of the CLIPC common European domain 

 
Background 

CLIPC Work Package 6 will deliver transformed data derived from climate projections at three 
different resolutions. The three resolution classes are not precisely defined but intended to represent 
three major and different data sources: global climate projections from the CMIP5 dataset (~100-300 
km resolution), regional climate projections from the Euro-CORDEX EUR44 (~50 km), and from the 
Euro-CORDEX EUR11 (~12km) datasets. Typically, additional datasets will be categorised as 
belonging to one of these depending on spatial coverage and/or spatial resolution.  

Aim 

To produce data for Europe it is necessary to define a common overlapping domain that is covered by 
all datasets to be used. Within each of these three resolution classes from different sources are not 
necessarily perfectly congruent in terms of their grid definition. The aim of this document is to provide 
a definition of a common minimum region that all products should aim to cover when possible. For 
some datasets only a smaller domain is covered, and they can of course still be used. This definition 
focuses on datasets covering a large region where spatial subsetting is warranted. 

This document defines the smallest domain that still covers all of the regional climate projections 
datasets. In concrete terms it answers the question “What subregion of the global reanalyses and global 
climate projections should be used for Europe?” 

Definition of a common domain is intended to serve practical purposes when working with different 
European datasets. It is not to be used to constrain the applicability of methods and tools to this 
specific region.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A1. The full EURO4M MESAN domain (red) and 
the CORDEX EUR11 domain (yellow). 
 

Definition of the minimum domain 
The following considerations are involved in the defining the minimum domain: 

 The CMIP5 dataset has global coverage. Output from different models has different spatial resolution but the 
data of interest here is held on a latitude longitude mesh. 

 The domain for the regional dataset Euro-CORDEX EUR44 and Euro-CORDEX EUR11 is defined in a 
rotated latitude-longitude coordinate system1.  

                                                 
1 http://wcrp-cordex.ipsl.jussieu.fr/images/pdf/cordex_regions.pdf;  
 https://verc.enes.org/data/projects/documents/cordex-archive-design 
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 Additional climate projection datasets, such as the one provided by Ensembles, may have smaller or only 
partly overlapping domains.  

The EURO4M MESAN regional surface reanalysis dataset covers a substantially larger region 
compared to the regional climate projections (Figure A1). Much of the extended region is outside the 
scope of the CLIPC project. A first step was to define a subdomain denoted EURO4M MESAN 
EUR05 (Table A1) that covers the CORDEX EUR11 domain. This EURO4M MESAN EUR05 is 
somewhat smaller than the EOBS44 domain. 
 
Table A1. The domain limits of selected datasets in geographical latitude/longitude coordinates (negative longitudes are west of 
the Greenwich meridian). For easy reference the Ensembles domain is included as it is a well-established and widely used 
dataset.  
 Domain name 

Minimum 
(South or West) 

Maximum 
(North or East) 

Latitude ENSEMBLES ENS44 26.8565424 71.5399501 
 CORDEX EUR44 22.1993650 72.4199480 
 CORDEX EUR11 21.9878000 72.5850000 
 EURO4M MESAN EUR05 19.8112000 74.9500000 
 EOBS44 19.1390000 74.0700000 
Longitude ENSEMBLES ENS44 -33.3786413 57.9418971 
 CORDEX EUR44 -44.1406913 64.4039761 
 CORDEX EUR11 -44.5939000 64.9644000 
 EURO4M MESAN EUR05 -50.9841000 76.4399000 
 EOBS44 -54.3110000 77.7140000 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2. The geographical 
extent of the Euro-CORDEX 
EUR11 domain (yellow), 
EURO4M MESAN EUR05 
domain (red), and the EOBS 44 
domain (blue), as well as the 
minimal outer latitude/longitude 
box (black).  

 
Based on the information in Table A1 the latitude/longitude limits of a region (Figure A2) that (after 
some rounding) covers all of the listed datasets. The following latitude/longitude limits are to be 
considered as a minimum bounding box: 

 Latitude 18.95°N   ̶  75.00°N 

Longitude  -54.55°E    ̶ 78.10°E  

 
This is the minimum area that should be fully covered by gridcell data whenever possible. That is, 
gridcells that only contribute a fractional area (i.e. where the gridcell centre is outside this area) should 
be included.  
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Appendix B: From BCIP experiment design: Guidance on file format and 
metadata  

One of the BCIP tasks is to help with making bias-adjusted CORDEX simulations available on ESGF. 
It is proposed that the bias-adjusted output should follow the CORDEX format keeping the same 
number of the CORDEX DRS elements that potentially allows a straightforward publishing the bias-
adjusted CORDEX simulations under a CORDEX-Adjust project on ESGF (it was decided by the 
CORDEX SAT to separate all CORDEX bias-adjusted results from the CORDEX project and create a 
new project CORDEX-Adjust).  
 
Tvo additional information about bias adjustment should be included as well:  

 BCname (a combination of institute and bias-correction method, e.g. SMHI-DBS43) 

 OBSname (reference observations, e.g. EOBS10) and REFperiod (reference or calibration period, 
e.g. 1981-2010). This information is attached using dashes (-) to the CORDEX DRS element 
RCMVersionID (usually v1, v2 etc.; the ‘Downscaling realisation’ search facet in the CORDEX-
ESGF segment): RCMVersionID-BCname-OBSname-REFperiod (e.g. v1-SMHI-DBS43-
EOBS10-1981-2010). The new element is a bit long but provides all necessary information about 
bias adjustment. 

To avoid any confusions and clearly distinguish the original and bias-adjusted CORDEX simulations 
it also proposed to follow an approach used in the CMIP5 for adjustment of the decadal simulation by 
adding ‘Adjust’ to variable names in file names and in netcdf files: pr  prAdjust, tas  
tasAdjust (used also in the ISI-MIP). 
 
Long names have to be also modified by adding ‘Bias-Corrected’ to the long names (Near-Surface 
Air Temperature  Bias-Corrected Near-Surface Air Temperature). 
 
A number of global attributes should be added as well: 
bc_method, bc_method_id, bc_observation, bc_observation_id, bc_period, bc_info  
 
Another issue which should be taken into account is a situation when the calibration period includes 
years from both historical and scenario experiments. In this case two different bias-adjusted historical 
simulations are created instead of only original one. To deal with such problem we propose to use only 
the scenario names (rcp26, rcp45 and rcp85) even for the historical bias-adjusted simulations 
(until 2005 in CMIP5).  
 
An example, input file: 
pr_EUR‐44_IPSL‐IPSL‐CM5A‐MR _historical_r1i1p1_SMHI‐RCA4_v1_day_20010101‐20051231.nc 
Output bias-adjusted file (new information in blue): 
prAdjust_EUR‐44_IPSL‐IPSL‐CM5A‐MR_rcp85_r1i1p1_SMHI‐RCA4_v1‐SMHI‐DBS43‐EOBS10‐1981‐

2010_day_20010101‐20051231.nc 
 
BCname and OBSname are defined by using Controlled Vocabularies (CVs), not free text, for 
BCname see Table 1. OBSname has not been defined yet (should be done for publishing regional 
observational data sets on ESGF) and we propose to use simply EOBS10 and WFDEI. Developing 
CVs for statistical downscaling is ongoing at NCPP and they can be also used ( 
https://www.earthsystemcog.org/projects/downscalingmetadata/ ). 


